T: [04] 471 9999

Private Bag 18041
Wellington 6160
New Zealand

Finance and Expenditure Committee

16 September 2015

Sir Alan Mark FRSNZ, KNZM
205 Waikari Road
Helens burgh
Dunedin

Dear Sir Alan

I am writing to let you know that the Finance and Expenditure Committee has now concluded
its consideration of your petition, and our report will sh01ily be presented to the House. I
attach a copy of that report for your infonnation.
The committee concluded that there is work already underway on these matters and it is
making good progress. However, the report also contains three minority views.
Our report has also noted the work which the Wise Response Society is doing to make New
Zealanders aware of the range of threats facing our country and the wider world.
Best wishes, and thank you once again for your time and commitment to the matters raised in
your petition.

Yours sincerely

David Bem1ett
Chairperson
Finance and Expenditure Committee

Petition 2011/106 of Sir Alan
Mark
Report of the Finance and Expenditure
Committee
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Petition 2011/106 of Sir Alan Mark

Recommendation
The Finance and Expenditure Committee has considered Petition 2011/106 of Sir Alan
Mark, and recommends that the House take note of its report.
Introduction
We have considered Petition 2011/106 of Sir Alan Mark, requesting
That the House note that 4,465 people1 have signed the Wise Response petition
calling on the Government to undertake a National Risk Assessment of Economic
Security, Energy and Climate Security, Business Continuity, Ecological/
Environmental Security and Genuine Well-being, and develop and implement crossparty policies to avert any confirmed threats to future generations of New Zealanders.

Background
This petition was presented to the House in April 2014 and was initially referred to the
Local Government and Environment Committee. In July 2014 it was transferred to the
Finance and Expenditure Committee on the grounds that the petitioner’s request was wideranging, and this committee was better placed to consider the request in its totality.
Request for a national risk assessment
The petition seeks the House’s formal endorsement that a holistic assessment should be
undertaken of the range of risks that threaten New Zealand’s future social, economic, and
environmental security. The petitioner wishes to see such an assessment then used to
develop policies that would address the risks and avert their potential consequences. They
ask that cross-party support be given to the policies developed from the assessment.
The petitioner and his colleagues in the Wise Response Society Inc. have presented a
thoughtful case. Their research material identifies issues of significance for the future wellbeing of New Zealanders that need to be focused on and planned for. The material, from
researchers in a number of international organisations and forums, is sobering in its
assessments of the potential disruption to the world as we know it if various security risks
are not addressed.
How risks are being addressed
Through the Treasury, we sought information as to what steps government agencies are
taking in New Zealand to assess and manage risks.2 We learned that considerable work is
under way, involving numerous agencies. Some have been established with the specific aim
of assessing and recommending responses to risk, such as the National Infrastructure Unit,
based in the Treasury, and the Officials Domestic and External Security Group (ODESC)
1

2

We were subsequently informed that the number of signatories had increased to 5,035 (evidence of Sir Alan Mark, 1
July 2015).
Other agencies providing information included the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), the Ministry for the Environment (MfE), the Ministry for Primary
Industries, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (MFAT).
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in the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. Work is also being undertaken
through international avenues such as the OECD risk forum, the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, and the Global Research Alliance on
Agricultural Greenhouse Gases.
Rather than copying the information here, we have attached the Treasury’s comments as
Appendix B.
Building resilience to risk
A point emphasised in the Treasury’s response is that efforts are being made to move
beyond risk assessments and focus on building our country’s resilience to risks. We see this
as important. We agree with the petitioners that New Zealand should not merely react to
events, but should actively seek to avert threats. We consider it appropriate, therefore, that
priority is being given to using the risk assessments that have been carried out so far, rather
than simply refining them further.
Conclusion
We appreciate that the petitioner views such initiatives as reactive rather than proactive,
and insufficient to address what they say is needed for integrated and holistic policies to
address the risks facing future generations. They seek further consideration of several
issues, including resource depletion and the ability of all parts of the community to have
just access to resources.
We feel, however, that the work under way is making good progress. New Zealanders are
no longer as complacent as in a previous era. We do not see the need to recommend to the
House that a national risk assessment is needed to cover all of the issues raised by the
petitioners.
We note that presenting this petition to the House is only one of the avenues that the Wise
Response Society is taking to make New Zealanders aware of the range of threats facing
New Zealand and the wider world.
New Zealand Labour Party minority view
Labour thanks Wise Response for a timely and well-argued case for a national risk
assessment for New Zealand. Identifying, planning for, and addressing the risk presented
by serious economic, environmental, and social issues is an essential part of good and
responsible government. Moreover, the importance of an integrated government response
to these issues is essential to ensure we grow and develop sustainably as a nation.
We believe that there is a case for the Government to consider undertaking a national risk
assessment on economic security, energy and climate security, business continuity,
ecological/environmental security, and genuine well-being. Such a comprehensive
assessment has not been done in New Zealand before and would bring together a range of
thinking from government, academia, business, and the community sector.
We acknowledge that some progress is being made in considering the risks and challenges
facing New Zealand, and a different range of responses. But these are reactive and are
neither coordinated nor comprehensive enough to provide New Zealand with the basis for
a sustainable future.
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We believe the Treasury’s living standards framework is an excellent example of work
already underway where a national risk assessment would enhance the consideration of
what are the best public policy responses to support our overall well-being.
We regret that the committee was not able to develop an agreed response to the petition,
given that a core part of the mission of Wise Response is the development of cross-party
policies to avert confirmed threats to future generations of New Zealanders. Addressing
issues such as climate change and child poverty require long-term thinking that will go
across different governments. The principles for monitoring, measuring, and responding to
these threats and challenges should be the basis for common nationwide action.
We urge Wise Response to continue to advocate for a national risk assessment and the
sustainability principles that underlie such a project.
Green Party of Aotearoa / New Zealand minority view
The Green Party holds the view that the Government’s response to this eminently
reasonable and prudent petition is insufficient, and reflective of a broader lack of
understanding surrounding biophysical limits and the implications for economic and social
prosperity.
The information provided by government departments demonstrates the absence of
holistic and long-term analysis the petitioners are asking for. Far from being evidence that
work is underway to assess risks related to the matters stated in the petition in an integrated
way, the documentation provided shows an incoherence of government policies with
regard to long-term risks.
For example, MBIE is cited as having engaged in targeted activities related to the security
of the oil and gas supply under the “Sustaining Economic Prosperity” cluster. Subsequent
to that, climate security planning is reported to be led by MfE for domestic policy, and
MFAT for international negotiations. Nowhere is there any evidence of the Government
understanding the connection between climate security and the need to have a long-term
plan to phase out fossil fuel use this century, and therefore decouple it from economic
prosperity.
The response describing the resilience work of the National Infrastructure Unit is a vapid
exercise in nearly meaningless bureaucratese. It consistently amazes the Green Party that
Treasury can produce documents and flowcharts explaining how long-term resilienceplanning works, and then fail to apply that analysis to the projects that comprise the
majority of spending in the National Infrastructure Plan to date—the “Roads of National
Significance”.
The Green Party submits that their recently released “40 by 30” paper showing how
greenhouse gas emissions could be reduced to 40 percent less than 1990 levels by 2030,
alongside our conservation, 100-percent-renewable electricity, and integrated transport
plans, goes much further towards an integrated assessment of risks and potential responses
that the petitioners were hoping the Government would undertake.
In summary, the Green Party would like to acknowledge the important issues raised by the
petitioners, and applaud the effort they have made to introduce long-term strategic
thinking to the Government and to encourage cross-party collaboration. We regret that the
current Government, which makes up the majority of the Finance and Expenditure Select
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Committee and Parliament, seems unwilling to work with Opposition parties, and unable
to grasp the challenges we are facing and respond to them in a logical fashion.
New Zealand First Party minority view
New Zealand First supports the thinking behind the Wise Response Society’s petition
calling for a national risk assessment. In terms of the potential risks facing New Zealand
the Government is doing little to alert and inform the public.
Future risks are interconnected and do not fall neatly into distinct categories. We see merit
in the proposal for a holistic national risk assessment covering economic, environmental,
geopolitical, societal, and technological issues. This work would inform and strengthen
policy development and would facilitate public debate and discussion on future risks.
As a party that takes a long-term view, New Zealand First’s position is that New Zealand is
giving insufficient attention to preparing for future risks. While we acknowledge that work
is being done in specific areas, more must be done to ensure this is fully integrated and not
piecemeal.
Practical measures are needed if New Zealand is to do more to identify and prepare for
future risk. New Zealand First wants a designated structure established to oversee
preparation of a national risk assessment and to integrate all the relevant perspectives. This
need not be a large entity as its role would be largely one of co-ordination.
A number of countries are preparing a national risk assessment, including Ireland, a
country that was particularly badly impacted by the 2008 global financial crisis.
The preface to Ireland’s draft 2014 national risk assessment states:
We must work to ensure that Ireland’s terrible reversal of fortune never recurs. To
accomplish this, we need to be much more cognisant of the risks Ireland faces and
open about their implications.

We are in volatile and uncertain times. No one has a crystal ball but there is a case to
strengthen New Zealand’s capacity to anticipate and mitigate risk. A saying attributed to
the Chinese sage and strategist Sun Tzu is apt for our times: “Time spent in reconnaissance
is seldom wasted”.
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Appendix A

Committee procedure

Petition 2011/106 was referred to the Local Government and Environment Committee of
the 50th Parliament on 9 April 2014, and was transferred to the Finance and Expenditure
Committee on 23 July 2014. The petition was reinstated by the 51st Parliament and
referred back to the committee.
We met between November 2014 and September 2015 to consider the petition. We
received evidence from the petitioner and from the Treasury.
Committee members

David Bennett (Chairperson)
Andrew Bayly
Chris Bishop
Hon Clayton Cosgrove
Julie Anne Genter
Stuart Nash
Rt Hon Winston Peters
Grant Robertson
Jami-Lee Ross
Alastair Scott
David Seymour
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Appendix B

Treasury comment on the petition
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